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A Future History of Water
Andrea Ballestero

June 2019 240pp 14 illus.
9781478003892 £19.99 PB
9781478003595 £79.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Based on ﬁeldwork among state
oﬃcials, NGOs, politicians, and
activists in Costa Rica and Brazil, A
Future History of Water traces the
non-spectacular work necessary to
make water access a human right, and
a human right something diﬀerent
from a commodity. Andrea Ballestero
shows how these ephemeral
distinctions are made through four
techno-legal devices—formula, index,
list and pact. She argues that what is
at stake in these devices is not the
making of a distinct future, but what
counts as the future in the ﬁrst place.
A Future History of Water is an
ethnographically rich and conceptually
charged journey into ant-ﬁlled water
meters, fantastical water taxonomies,
promises captured on slips of paper,
and statistical maneuvers that dissolve
the human of human rights.
Ultimately, Ballestero demonstrates
what happens when instead of trying
to ﬁx its meaning, we make water’s
changing form the precondition of our
analyses.
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A Gospel for the Poor

Global Social Christianity and the
Latin American Evangelical Left
David C. Kirkpatrick

April 2019 288pp 10 illus.
9780812250947 £45.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

In 1974, the International Congress on
World Evangelization met in Lausanne,
Switzerland. Gathering together nearly
2,500 Protestant evangelical leaders
from more than 150 countries and 135
denominations, it rivaled Vatican II in
terms of its inﬂuence. But as David C.
Kirkpatrick argues in A Gospel for the
Poor, the Lausanne Congress was most
inﬂuential because, for the ﬁrst time,
theologians from the Global South
gained a place at the table of the
world's evangelical leadership—
bringing their nascent brand of social
Christianity with them.
Gospel for the Poor adopts a
transnational perspective to tell the
story of how a Cold War generation of
progressive Latin Americans, including
seminal ﬁgures such as Ecuadorian
René Padilla and Peruvian Samuel
Escobar, developed, named, and
exported their version of social
Christianity to an evolving coalition of
global evangelicals.

Art_Latin_America

Against the Survey
Edited by James Oles

January 2019 256pp 200 color illus.
9781477319093 £54.00 PB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

The Davis Museum’s groundbreaking
curatorial project
Art__Latin__America reconsiders
conventional frameworks for
understanding, exhibiting, and
discussing Latin American and Latinx
art. This illustrated volume, published
with the exhibition, features 70 essays
by leading scholars and specialists
from across the Americas on an
exceptional selection of art works,
many never before seen or published.
The Davis collection includes more
than 550 works connected to the
region known as “Latin America”—as
site of production, place of origin, or
point of reference. The exhibition
features 150 highlights, in all media,
by over 100 artists from across the
Americas, including the US.
Contrary to familiar museological
conventions of the chronological
survey or geographic overview,
Art__Latin__America includes works
from radically diﬀerent times and
places, juxtaposing the familiar and
the unknown, the expected and
unexpected, generating new visual
conversations and challenging viewers
and readers to rethink preexisting
canons and narratives. In fact, the
project proposes an expansive
deﬁnition of the very term “Latin
American.” The result is unlike any
other book on the topic.
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Bahia’s Independence

Popular Politics and Patriotic Festival
in Salvador, Brazil, 1824-1900
Hendrik Kraay
May 2019 448pp
9780773557482 £33.00 PB
9780773557475 £99.00 HB

MCGILL-QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY PRESS

Since 1824, Bahians have marked
independence with a popular festival
that contrasts sharply with the oﬃcial
commemoration of Brazil's
independence on 7 September. The
Dois de Julho (2 July) festival
celebrates the day the Portuguese
troops were expelled from Salvador in
1823, the culmination of a year-long
war that gave independence a radical
meaning in Bahia.
Bahia's Independence traces the
history of the Dois de Julho festival in
Salvador, the Brazilian state's capital,
from 1824 to 1900. Hendrik Kraay
discusses how the festival draws on
elements of saints' processions,
carnivals, and civic ritual in the use of
such distinctive features as the
indigenist symbols of independence
called the caboclos and the massive
procession into the city that re-enacts
the patriots' victorious entry in 1823.
Providing a social history of
celebration, Kraay explains how
Bahians of all classes, from slaves to
members of the elite, placed their
stamp on the festivities and claimed
recognition and citizenship through
participation.

Beyond Coloniality

Citizenship and Freedom in the
Caribbean Intellectual Tradition
Aaron Kamugisha

Blacks in the Diaspora
March 2019 320pp
9780253036261 £41.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Beyond Coloniality is an extended
meditation on Caribbean thought and
freedom at the beginning of the 21st
century and a profound rejection of
the postindependence social and
political organization of the
Anglophone Caribbean and its
contentment with neocolonial
arrangements of power.

Death Is All around Us

Corpses, Chaos, and Public Health in
Porfirian Mexico City
Jonathan M. Weber

The Mexican Experience
April 2019 312pp 8 photos, 13 illus.,
3 maps
9781496213440 £23.99 PB
9780803284661 £41.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

By reducing the high mortality rate,
state oﬃcials believed that Mexico City
could be seen as a more modern and
viable capital in North America.
However, Weber suggests these
attempts to exert control over
procedures of death and burial
became a powerful weapon for
controlling the behavior of its citizens.

Caught between the Lines
Captives, Frontiers, and National
Identity in Argentine Literature
and Art
Carlos Riobó

New Hispanisms
April 2019 198pp 13 illus.
9781496205520 £37.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Caught between the Lines focuses on
borders and mestizaje (both biological
and cultural) as they relate to
captives: speciﬁcally,
how captives have been used to create
a national image of Argentina that
relies on a logic of separation to justify
concepts of national purity and to
deny transculturation.

¡Dichos! The Wit and Whimsy
of Spanish Sayings
Joseph J. Keenan

February 2019 216pp
9781477318188 £13.99 PB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

One of the most challenging—and
entertaining—aspects of learning
another language is the idiom.
¡Dichos! brings us a vibrant
compendium of expressions from
across Latin America, compiled by the
language enthusiast whose Breaking
Out of Beginner’s Spanish transformed
thousands of readers’ interactions
with the Spanish language.

Coca Yes, Cocaine No

How Bolivia’s Coca Growers Reshaped
Democracy
Thomas Grisaffi
February 2019 272pp 28 illus.
9781478002970 £20.99 PB
9781478001713 £83.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Dance for Me When I Die

Cristian Alarcón
Translated by Nick Caistor
& Marcela López Levy
Latin America in Translation
April 2019 144pp
9781478003786 £17.99 PB
9781478003144 £70.00 HB

Grisaﬃ traces the political ascent and
transformation of the Movement
toward Socialism (MAS) from an
agricultural union of coca growers into
Bolivia’s ruling party, showing how the
realities of international politics
hindered MAS leader Evo Morales
from scaling up the party’s form of
grassroots democracy to the national
level.

In Dance for Me When I Die—ﬁrst
published in Argentina in 2004 and
appearing here in English for the ﬁrst
time—Cristian Alarcón tells the story
and legacy of seventeen year old
Víctor Manuel Vital, aka Frente, who
was killed by police in the slums of
Buenos Aires.

From the Grounds Up

Futbolera

April 2019 328pp
9781503603899 £50.00 HB

May 2019 376pp
9781477310427 £21.99 HB

Building an Export Economy in
Southern Mexico
Casey Marina Lurtz
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

In the late 19th century, Latin
American exporting boomed. A
regional history of southern Mexico’s
Soconusco district as well as a study in
commodity capitalism, From the
Grounds Up places indigenous and
mestizo villagers, migrant workers, and
local politicians at the center of our
understanding of the export boom.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

A History of Women and Sports in
Latin America
Brenda Elsey & Joshua Nadel
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Latin American athletes have achieved
iconic status in global popular culture,
but what do we know about the
communities of women in sport?
Futbolera is the ﬁrst monograph on
women’s sports in Latin America,
charting the rise of physical education
programs for girls that laid the
groundwork for women’s sports clubs.

Last Seasons in Havana

The Castro Revolution and the End of
Professional Baseball in Cuba
César Brioso
March 2019 304pp 25 photos
9781496205513 £23.99 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Explores the intersection between
Cuba and America’s pastime from the
late 1950s to the early 1960s, when
Castro overthrew Fulgencio Batista.
Brioso takes the reader through the
triumph of the revolution in 1959 and
its impact on professional baseball in
the seasons immediately following
Castro’s rise to power.

Latin American Migrations to
the U.S. Heartland
Changing Social Landscapes in
Middle America
Linda Allegro
& Andrew Grant Wood

Working Class in American History
February 2019 344pp
9780252084355 £21.99 NIP
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Examines Latina/o immigrants and the
movement of the Latin American labor
force to the U.S. Heartland. Filled with
varied and eye-opening perspectives,
these essayists point to how hostile
neoliberal policy reforms have made it
diﬃcult for Latin American immigrants
to ﬁnd social and economic stability in
new communities.

Makers of Democracy

A Transnational History of the Middle
Classes in Colombia
A. Ricardo López-Pedreros

Radical Perspectives
March 2019 368pp 8 illus.
9781478002857 £21.99 PB
9781478001775 £87.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

A. Ricardo López-Pedreros traces the
ways in which a thriving middle class
was understood to be a foundational
marker of democracy in Colombia in
the second half of the twentieth
century, showing democracy to be a
historically unstable and contentious
practice.

Plant Kin

A Multispecies Ethnography in
Indigenous Brazil
Theresa L. Miller
May 2019 328pp
9781477317402 £23.99 PB
9781477317396 £74.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

The Indigenous Canela inhabit a
vibrant multispecies community of
nearly 3,000 people and over 300
types of wild plants living together in
the Brazilian Cerrado, a biome
threatened by deforestation and
climate change. This title shows how
kinship develops between Canela
people and plants through intimate,
multi-sensory, and embodied
relationships.

Cover image
forthcoming

Rethinking Testimonial
Cinema in Postdictatorship
Argentina
Beyond Memory Fatigue
Verónica Garibotto

New Directions in National Cinemas
March 2019 272pp
9780253038517 £24.99 PB
9780253038500 £62.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

By critically examining how trauma
theory and subaltern studies have
previously been applied to testimonial
cinema, Garibotto rereads Argentinian
ﬁlms produced since 1983 and calls for
an alternate interpretive framework at
the intersection of semiotics, theories
of aﬀect, scholarship on hegemony,
and the ideological uses of
documentary and ﬁction.

Styling Blackness in Chile

Music and Dance in the
African Diaspora
Juan Eduardo Wolf

June 2019 264pp
9780253041142 £24.99 PB
9780253041135 £66.00 HB
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

In Styling Blackness in Chile, author
Juan Eduardo Wolf explores the
multiple ways that Black individuals in
Arica, Chile have performed music and
dance to frame their Blackness in
relationship to other groups of
performers—a process he calls styling.

The Cuba Reader

History, Culture, Politics
Edited by Aviva Chomsky,
Barry Carr, Alfredo Prieto
& Pamela Maria Smorkaloff

The Latin America Readers
May 2019 864pp 105 illus.
9781478003939 £25.99 PB
9781478003649 £99.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Tracking Cuban history from 1492 to
the present, this revised and expanded
second edition of The Cuba Reader
presents myriad perspectives on
Cuba’s history, culture, and politics,
including a new section that explores
the changes and continuities in Cuba
since Fidel Castro stepped down from
power in 2006.

The Encrypted State

Delusion and Displacement in the
Peruvian Andes
David Nugent
August 2019 320pp
9781503609037 £54.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Encrypted State closely examines
political crisis in order to further
understand the notion of political
stability. Combining archival and
ethnographic research, Nugent raises
new questions about state formation
in the grip of crisis, and what we can
learn from states that fail to normalize
and legitimize their rule.

Cover image
forthcoming

The Fernando Coronil Reader
The Struggle for Life Is the Matter
Fernando Coronil
Edited by Julie Skurski,
Gary Wilder, Laurent Dubois,
Paul Eiss, Edward Murphy,
Mariana Coronil
& David Pedersen
May 2019 480pp 15 illus.
9781478003960 £24.99 PB
9781478003670 £95.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

This posthumously published
collection of Fernando Coronil’s most
important work highlights his deep
concern with the global South, Latin
American state formation, theories of
nature and empire, and anthrohistory
as an ethical approach.

The Revolution from Within
Cuba, 1959–1980
Edited by Michael J. Bustamante
& Jennifer L. Lambe

March 2019 344pp 21 illus.
9781478002963 £21.99 PB
9781478001706 £87.00 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Drawing on previously unexamined
archives, the contributors to The
Revolution from Within examine the
Cuban Revolution from a Cuba-centric
perspective by foregrounding the
experience of everyday Cubans in
analyses of topics ranging from
agrarian reform and fashion to dance
and the Mariel Boatlift.

The Supernatural Sublime

The Wondrous Ineffability of the
Everyday in Films from Mexico and
Spain
Raúl Rodríguez-Hernández
& Claudia Schaefer
New Hispanisms
July 2019 336pp 15 illus.
9781496214249 £45.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Explores the element of the
supernatural in ﬁlms from Spain and
Mexico by focusing on the social and
cultural contexts of their production
and reception, their adaptations of
codes and conventions for narrative,
and their use of cinematic techniques
to create the experience of emotion
without explanation.

The Taco Truck

How Mexican Street Food Is
Transforming the American City
Robert Lemon
May 2019 256pp
9780252084232 £19.99 PB
9780252042454 £82.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Drawing on interviews with taco truck
workers and his own skills as a
geographer, Lemon charts the
relationships between food practices
and city spaces, uncovering the many
ways residents and politicians alike
contest, celebrate, and inﬂuence not
only where your favorite truck parks,
but what’s on the menu.

Cover image

forthcoming

Trail of Footprints

A History of Indigenous Maps from
Viceregal Mexico
Alex Hidalgo

July 2019 224pp
9781477317525 £23.99 PB
9781477317518 £74.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Hidalgo oﬀers an intimate glimpse into
the commission, circulation, and use
of indigenous maps from colonial
Mexico. A collection of 100 maps from
the 16th to the 18th centuries made in
Oaxaca, anchors an analysis of the way
ethnically diverse societies produced
knowledge in colonial settings.

Translating Nature

Cross-Cultural Histories of Early
Modern Science
Edited by
Jaime Marroquin Arredondo
& Ralph Bauer

The Early Modern Americas
April 2019 400pp 36 illus.
9780812250930 £45.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS

In Translating Nature, the contributors
recasts the era of early modern
science as an age not of discovery but
of translation. The essays in this
volume explore the crucial role that
the translation of philosophical and
epistemological ideas played in
European scientiﬁc exchanges with
American Indians.

Violence and Naming

On Mexico and the Promise of
Literature
David E. Johnson
April 2019 296pp
9781477317969 £37.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Reclaiming the notion of literature as
an institution essential for reﬂecting
on the violence of culture, history, and
politics, Violence and Naming exposes
the tension between the irreducible,
constitutive violence of language and
the reducible, empirical violation of
others.

Women Made Visible

Feminist Art and Media in Post-1968
Mexico City
Gabriela Aceves Sepúlveda

The Mexican Experience
April 2019 420pp 53 photos, 9 illus.
9781496213242 £27.99 PB
9781496202031 £54.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

In post-1968 Mexico a group of
artists and feminist activists began to
question how feminine bodies were
visually constructed and politicized
across media. Sepúlveda uses a
transnational and interdisciplinary lens
to analyze the fundamental and
overlooked role played by these
activists in changing the ways female
bodies were viewed and appropriated.

